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As distributed computing becomes more and more popular, there is an urgent need to protect privacy of

massive sensitive data stored in clouds and blockchains. The traditional encryption schemes can provide

privacy protection of data but do not allow performing analytics on encrypted data without decryption first.

The Holy-Grail of cryptography is to have a practical encryption scheme that has the following properties:

(a) encrypted data can be stored anywhere (e.g. untrusted clouds, or personal computers of hackers), (b)

an adversary can use all the available computing techniques but still can not get any information on the

original data in reasonable time (say 100 years), and (c) any third party (including cloud servers, hackers and

insiders) can perform searching or analytics on the encrypted data to get search results in encrypted form,

however, only the data owner (who has the secret decoding key) can decode the encrypted search results. A

scheme having all the three properties is called a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). If (c) is satisfied only

for a class of searches (but not all possible searches), then it is called a somewhat homomorphic encryption

(SHE). In comparison, traditional cryptosystems (e.g. RSA, AES, etc) have properties (a) and (b), but not

(c) which is the most challenging part of an FHE scheme.

The topics of REU are selected from the following:

(1) Understanding the most recent developments on fully homomorphic encryptions;

(2) Studying computational problems in lattices, including LLL lattice reductions, shortest vector prob-

lems, learning with errors (LWE) problems;

(3) Applying FHE to solving other problems, for example, secure multi-party computation, practical

zero knowledge proof, verifiable computing, etc;

(4) Finding practical solutions for the privacy problem on cryptocurrencies and blockchains.
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